About Mary Martin ~

Mary Martin has dedicated her life helping people Worldwide, in the unfolding of
one’s Awakening and Ascension Processes through the Keys of Self-Mastery.
In her advocacy to Help Others Help themselves, she provides the necessary
Energetic Tools for one to Re-define, Create and Assimilate Optimum Peace and
Balance in their day-to-day lives. She also assists Humanity in the Return of the
Divine Feminine Balance, and Integration into the Consciousness of Oneness.
As a Teacher of Earth's classroom for the last 30 years, Mary Martin, Spiritual
Mastery-Teacher and Healer ~ is committed to providing Spiritual Education, Many
Modalities of Hands on Healing, and to Assist and Serve others to Remember who
they are and why they are here, at this Greatest Time of Life in Light. As an
Educator of the Soul, she assists those in their Path and Purpose, and in the
Discernment of the Divine I am.
As an Emissary for the Divine Mother Mary, she brings forth Messages of Truth,
Hope and Healings, through her Ministries of Services.
Mary Martin is a Minister, Messenger, Medium, Mentor, Mediator, Mother of
Many, Muse and Modern Day Mystic. She is an Activator of Light Frequency ~
Translating Divine Angelic Language to the Receiver in Request. As a Receiver and
a Transmitter, she Intones an Essence of Harmonic Frequency through the
Language of Light, (also known as Language of the Birds, Tongues of the Angels,
Language of the Soul, One in Spirit, and Heart Language) as a Sacred-Expression,

streamlining a Co-Connection to the Higher Planes. The Harmonic Intonement
Carries Codes of Energetic Science Infused with the Spirit of Energy.

Many Students ask her . . . What do you do? Her Response is . . .What do you Need,
and we shall start from there, for we are here to Assist All who are willing to
Review, Remember, Release and Receive.
In her Many Modalities of Ministry, Mary Uses her 5 Clairs (she calls The Vials of
Clair) ~ Clairvoyant (psychic, visionary), Clairsentient (feeling-touching),
Clairaudient (Hearing/Listening), Claircognizance (knowing) and Clairalience
(Smell) that brings forth through her Abilities, an Energy of Essence in the
Experience at hand.

My Start and Awakening ~
My earliest Cognizance of Divine Connectivity was when I was 2 years old. It was
then, that my life would begin to unfold into a sequence of patterns that I did not
understand. I remained in the mystery of it all, and began living a life-long search
to understand what was happening to me.

My First Encounter ~ At 2 years old, and every night to follow for a long time, I
would awaken from a Vision that I was witnessing. I was in a Wave of Frequency
in a blackened void, watching a Silver String with a hovering and rotating Golden
Spiraling Sphere. This Sphere would spin over and over, until it’s speed was far
greater than light itself, and then I witnessed this ball burst, birthing billions and
trillions of Light Stars, and then I would Wake Up. I was so young and afraid. I
would awaken my parents crying and terrified, and they would rock me back to
Sleep, only for this to happen again and again. This turned into a recurring dream
that would eventually become my Awakening.
I always felt different from others around me, though never knew why, it was just
a feeling I had, and could never explain it. As years began to pass, I would envision
many things that others around me couldn’t. I began to go inwardly and think that
something was wrong with me. I was never a person to speak up and use my voice,
or share stories to my family or friends of what I was feeling, seeing or sensing. I
felt like the black sheep, lost and alone for many years. This lost feeling filled my
embodiment with fear and illusions.
I knew that my eyes were seeing things around me that others were not. I would
have looping and repetitive dreams, premonitions, out-of-body travels to places
that I didn’t know existed. I would play in my room for hours, communicating with
the spirits, pretending I was playing with my dolls. I was sitting in a classroom
learning things, as this is where I felt most comfortable.
I witnessed past, present and future over and over, with one Déjà vu after another.
Then around the age of 6 or 7 years old, I began to see and hear the voices of dead
people, mostly relatives that had transitioned before I was even born, so I did not
know who they were, which made it even scarier for me. Once again, I couldn’t
speak aloud, I was frozen with fear, and continued to keep these stories pent up
and swelling inside of me.
Entering into my early teens, still not really understanding what a psychic or
medium was, I taught myself to become very distracted with comedy relief and
playing around thinking it would go away . . . but it stayed. In the beginning, I did
not have access to people, books, teachers, insight or knowledge to help me discern
what I was going through. I spent most of my teen years just trying to be normal.
I endured many difficult and challenging times, just simply trying to live this life.

Fast forward ~ My life was now living in the fast lane, and still trying to
figure out this these gifts I was born with. I had multiple jobs, lost multiple jobs,
married, divorced, and basically lived a daily life of an average earthly being trying
to Survive.
Life began to change again, when I became pregnant for my second child. It was
during her delivery that things began to go astray. My body weakened, and the
birth of my baby was a close call. She ended up in ICU for 10 days clinging to life.
It was then, I knew that these Gifts that I had been given, was to help me in the
most desperate times of my life. As a devotee to the Divine Mother Mary, I prayed
and prayed to keep my baby alive. It was in the middle of the night, when I was all
alone, desperate and sorrowful, that Mother Mary appeared to me in a vision. She
began to show me things that I had witnessed over the years of my life, like a movie
being played out before me. She explained to me that my gifts were to be used
with guidance and love, support and service to others, that they weren’t meant to

be hidden, dormant and secretive. She showered me with the most beautiful light
that I had ever seen, and graced my baby and I with a renewed life. She would
teach me things that would further advance me, and enhance me through light
activations. She said my baby would survive and grow to be healthy and whole. I
made a promise that I would begin to bring forth what I knew and to share with
others, and to begin to let go of the past troubles and live life to the fullest that I
could. She shared with me that it would take time. I was still Learning Lessons,
and there would still be challenging times ahead of me during my transitioning
years. Here I am, 31 years later, I remain humble and grateful to my Divine Teacher
Mother Mary, who has guided me and supported me throughout my entire life.

Seemingly, I got over this Hump of Heaviness and life was moving me forward. I
eventually moved west to Arizona, and began what I felt was, a new life. It was
here, where I began to Feel the Energies of my Gifts getting stronger, and yet at
the same time, Life was starting to deal me some strange cards again. Enduring
some Encounters of the Strange kind, I began to discern that there were multiple
lessons in my life still playing out, looping and or still needing to be released. I
continued my Self-Study in a Spiritual Quest to discern and understand my gifts.

One day I woke up to an illness in my body, thinking oh no. I dug deeper into the
healing modalities of what I knew. Then I studied and became a Reiki Master &
Teacher, and for over a decade I would practice on myself and try to heal. The
more I practiced the more my Gifts began to awaken from a long sleep. In the
beginning, no one around me knew what Reiki was and thought it was strange, so
once again, I felt I had to suppress my gifts.
Life was moving along, and I was healing and starting to peel back the multiple
layers, and really for the first time in my life, I felt normal. I was in Self-Acceptance,
and life was good.
Then. . . my life changed drastically, in a matter of seconds when I was involved in
a car accident. Although I literally ‘walked’ away unscathed on the ‘outside’, my
interior had multiple issues that would last for a long time. I had a short-term
memory loss, and during this 12-month recovery time, is when so much began to
happen.
My Gifts began to open wider, and the Energy was flooding in. I felt, saw and heard
more than I ever had. I was in a stronger Connectivity to the Coded Frequencies
that I was being uploaded with. I began to discern that the day I was in my car
accident, was the day that I went through an “Energetic Death” process, and a
Memory Metamorphosis to Birth a New Beginning.
And like the early years once laying in desperation while my baby was near death,
and the Divine Mother appeared, So, she did again. Showing me that all would be
good, and that once again Lessons were being Learned, and that I would become
stronger, and life was about to Change Drastically. And boy oh boy was she right.
I went through yet another Light Activation with her, as she strengthened my Mind
and Body. I had been assigned as an Emissary for Mother Mary to bring forth
Messages of Hope and Peace. I was also re-activated per se, to open my Voice as
to Sing Harmonics through the Light of the Angels and of Oneness through Light
Language. I have spoken the Language of Light as far back as I could remember,
though I never really fully understood what it was or what I was saying, until all of
this happened.
This Car Accident was my Wake-Up call. I wasn’t using my gifts the way they were
intended to be. My awakened knowingness has shown me that my Life Purpose

is to utilize my Gifts and assist others with Spiritual Guidance as a Multi-InterDimensional Frequency direct from Universe.
Now in the recognition of my abilities, I would begin a life-long Practice of Serving
others. I learned early on, that I was being Guided by the Ascended Master
Mother Mary, my Spiritual Mother, Mentor, Healer and Teacher. For over 50
years, I know that I have been Light Activated and Assimilated with Coded-Crystals
to Amplify my Abilities, to use into my future, that has become my Present. Forever
indebted to Mother Mary, I have Devoted my Life in Service to that of others, the
same Spiritual Teachings and Healings that I have learned, and continue to learn.
As I began to understand these Spiritual Methods, Medicines, Modalities and
Formulas of Light, I learned how to Transmute Negative Blocked Energy, as to then
Streamline the Light throughout the Embodiment to heal. Today in my Healing
techniques, I’ve learned how to use my 5-Vials of Clair as Tools to utilize the Energy
and to Transmit the Light of Source.

The Creation of 13MMM13 ~
Once I started my full time focus on Helping Others Helping themselves, I began
to go out in public and bring forth Messages of Divine Guidance, Activations and
Transmissions. Traveling and Servicing anywhere I was called too.
I Established my foundation as Guided Hands. With years in Service, the Spirit lead
me to create a next level of opportunities, and built a type of portal through my
website 11 Gifts of Grace. As time continues to move us forward, I have now been
asked to open a next Portal in the Creation of 13MMM13. This is the Sister-Site
to Guided Hands, as to provide Services to those willing to receive.
As One, we are continually Evolving in our Advancements and Abilities. Whether
you are just beginning to Heal and/or are in the Awakening process, we are All in
this Co-Collective Journey to find our Truths. We are Collaborating to Create a
New Earth, and are in a conversion process from the 3rd Dimensional Mattered
body, to the 5th Dimensional Light-body.
We are All in this Ever-Evolving and Ever-Changing Energy Experience.
Our journeys will continue to change through our Evolution until it is “our time’ to
go home. Everything happens for a Reason and we are here, living in the greatest
time on Earth to witness and Experience this new plan of Mastery, that is unfolding
right here before us. Though it will take all of us to make this change, bringing
Peace to Earth again.
I am one being, though inner-connected with all, just like you. Together we can
make the difference. Step by Step, little by little we are Climbing Mountains to
gain altitude in this Accession Process.
Thank you for bringing forth your Majestic and Divine Devotion of the I Am. You
are One that Knows as Knowers Do, that it is Time.
Time to Remember, Awaken and Be Alive.
I offer to You my Love, Gratitude, Honor and Thanks, for ALL YOU do, and in Your
Choice for this Continual Self-Support to Grow and Develop in the Keys of Self
Mastery.

I Give Gratitude to God, my Husband, my Children, my Grandchildren, my Cat Kids,
my Family, Soul Family and Friends, for the Continual Love and Support they have
ALL given to me, so that I may continue to Provide and Serve as intended to be.
Sincerely,
Mary Martin
Minister ~ Messenger ~ Medium
Spiritual Mastery Teacher-Healer of Earth’s Classroom.
Offering Transmissional-Teachings in the Keys of Self-Mastery, the I Am
Presence and the Return of the Divine Feminine.
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